
Belle and Blue 
(aka Belle1 and Brutus) 

 

 

 

After my life-long spaniel companion passed, the house seemed too empty not full 
again. Feeling the loss, we knew we wanted to adopt an old dog, as they are the 
hardest to rehome but wanted to wait a little while. Well that didn't happen! A couple 
weeks later I saw two Dals advertised on Facebook, of all places, and knew we had 
to bring them home. Blue and Belle are brother and sister and around 10 years old. 
They were dropped at a kill shelter, where they were saved and fostered by Andy 
and Lisa in Kansas. From there, I worked hard with Andy, Lisa and Beth to make our 
home in Nebraska their 'forever home'. 

Our new babies are just that - babies! Each has a wonderful personality; Blue is a 
big boy (80 pounds!) and loves to be in the action and know what's going on. He, like 
his sister, loves to go on walks around town and is certain that the school kids want 
to be his best friends. Every now and then he goes by "Brutus" when he's naughty. 
Belle is a lover, and would love to just curl up all day and give kisses. She is deaf, so 
had adjusted well to our body commands and communication. Her brother takes 
pretty good care of her, too, making sure she sticks with him when they go to the 



park to play. Although they're older, they sure love to romp and frolic like kids! 

It really was an easy transition for us - a surprise, but such a blessing. Our routines 
have become normal now, and we're loving the family-of-six life! Our 'pups' are a big 
part of our lives: we saved theirs and they filled ours. Thank you Beth, Andy and Lisa 
for making this happen for our family... it truly has been a perfect fit. 

Laura L. 
Lodgepole, NE 

 

 

   Belle guards the gifts. 

 

Belle and Aubrey.         



 

       Blue and Belle take the kids for a walk! 

  

Update: 3 June 2013 

I thought I would drop you a quick line letting you know life for Blue and Belle is still 
great! I regularly send their original owner pictures - probably twice a week. Andy 
and Lisa also receive a text and picture every now and then, as they were such a 
help and truly loved the kiddos. Here are a few for yourslef - again, thank you so 
much for your help in matching us with Blue and Belle, it's been absolutely perfect! 

Laura L. 

 

   Blue and Belle getting mail at the post office 



 

Taking a nap           

 

Taking a nap with favorite ducky 

 

Bed Time for the kids                      
 

 


